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Hydrogenases are the most efficient molecular catalysts known to date for the interconversion of protons and molecular hydrogen.[1](#anie201710740-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} In the case of \[FeFe\] hydrogenase (HydA), the reaction is catalyzed by the H‐cluster, which features a \[4Fe4S\] cluster coupled to an organometallic \[2Fe\] subsite (Figure [1](#anie201710740-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} a).[2](#anie201710740-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#anie201710740-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#anie201710740-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#anie201710740-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} It is now well established that the biosynthesis of the H‐cluster is a two‐step process, in which the assembly of the \[2Fe\] subsite requires three HydA specific maturation proteins.[6](#anie201710740-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#anie201710740-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#anie201710740-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} The catalytic mechanism of this unique cofactor has been intensively studied and several catalytically active and non‐active states of the H‐cluster have been characterized.[1](#anie201710740-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#anie201710740-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#anie201710740-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#anie201710740-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#anie201710740-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#anie201710740-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} However, the vast majority of mechanistic studies have been limited to in vitro conditions, and their relevance in vivo is still not firmly established.

![Overview of the inorganic cofactor constituting the active site of HydA and the synthetic \[2Fe\] complexes employed in this study. a) Natural holo‐HydA (\[2Fe\]^adt^‐HydA) overlaid on \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA (containing the modified \[2Fe\] subsite), generated from PDB entries 4XDC and 5BYR (*Clostridium pasteurianum* \[FeFe\] hydrogenase, CpI).[26](#anie201710740-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} b) \[Fe~2~(pdt)(CO)~4~(CN)~2~\]^2−^, \[2Fe\]^pdt^, and \[Fe~2~(adt)(CO)~4~(CN)~2~\]^2−^, \[2Fe\]^adt^. Fe=orange, S=yellow, N=blue, O=red.](ANIE-57-2596-g001){#anie201710740-fig-0001}

In 2013, it was shown that synthetic analogues of the \[2Fe\] subsite can be incorporated into the enzyme. This enables the preparation of semi‐synthetic hydrogenases and the possibility to manipulate the enzyme using synthetic chemistry, which has proven to be a powerful tool for biophysical studies.[3](#anie201710740-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#anie201710740-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#anie201710740-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#anie201710740-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#anie201710740-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#anie201710740-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} More recently this artificial maturation technique was extended to in vivo conditions.[18](#anie201710740-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} This allowed the overproduced apo‐enzyme to be activated with synthetic \[Fe~2~(adt)(CO)~4~(CN)~2~\]^2−^ (\[2Fe\]^adt^, adt=azadithiolate)[19](#anie201710740-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} cofactors, generating fully functional enzymes inside living cells. In this study, we monitor the formation of two such semi‐synthetic H‐clusters in vivo using EPR spectroscopy, a technique well‐suited for whole cell studies.[20](#anie201710740-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#anie201710740-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#anie201710740-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} More specifically, the technique was first verified by treating HydA‐expressing *E. coli* cells with \[Fe~2~(pdt)(CO)~4~(CN)~2~\]^2−^ (\[2Fe\]^pdt^, pdt=propanedithiolate),[23](#anie201710740-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#anie201710740-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#anie201710740-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} generating \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA (Figure [1](#anie201710740-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). In this modified H‐cluster the amine bridgehead present in the natural \[2Fe\]^adt^ cofactor is replaced with a methylene group, preventing reduction of the \[2Fe\] subsite and impeding catalytic turnover. Indeed, earlier in vitro spectroscopic and crystallographic studies have shown that \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA generates a model of the enzyme in which the \[2Fe\] subsite is locked in an oxidized Fe~2~ ^I,II^ state, similar to the EPR active H~ox~‐state of the native enzyme.[3](#anie201710740-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#anie201710740-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#anie201710740-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} This property allows us to readily follow its formation under in vivo conditions. Moreover, we show how the technique can be applied to also generate EPR active states of the native cofactor by treating cells with \[2Fe\]^adt^. Thus, the present study provides the first spectroscopic verification of the formation of semi‐synthetic hydrogenases in whole cells. Additionally, it provides a direct link to earlier mechanistic studies by comparing synthetically modified hydrogenases under in vivo and in vitro conditions.

To facilitate the whole‐cell EPR study, the expression of *C. reinhardtii* HydA1 in *E. coli* was optimized in minimal media (Figure S1). The expression was done in the absence of the HydA specific maturases resulting in a form of the enzyme containing the \[4Fe4S\] cluster but lacking the \[2Fe\] subsite (apo‐HydA1). Following the over‐expression of HydA1, the cell cultures were harvested and washed under anaerobic conditions, and the resulting dense cell paste was transferred to EPR tubes generating a cell sample containing apo‐HydA1. To form \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1, anaerobic apo‐HydA1‐expressing *E. coli* cultures were treated with \[2Fe\]^pdt^ and incubated for 1 h before harvesting (100 μg, 156 nmol, of \[2Fe\]^pdt^ 50 mL^−1^ cell culture).

Already prior to the formation of \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1, the \[4Fe4S\] cluster present in apo‐HydA1 is potentially detectable under our experimental conditions.[8](#anie201710740-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#anie201710740-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} As seen in Figure [2](#anie201710740-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} (spectrum a), the EPR spectrum of apo‐HydA1‐expressing cells featured a number of signals, but we could only observe minor differences compared to control samples of BL21(DE3) cells lacking the HydA1 plasmid (Supporting Information, Figure S2). The lack of a distinct feature from apo‐HydA1 indicates that the intracellular environment is not sufficiently reducing to generate the EPR active \[4Fe4S\]^+^‐HydA1 species in readily detectable amounts.

![Comparison of X‐band EPR spectra recorded on whole cells samples containing apo‐HydA1 or \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1 and purified \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1. Spectrum of cells containing a) the overproduced apo‐HydA1 enzyme and b) overproduced apo‐HydA1 enzyme treated with \[2Fe\]^pdt^ under in vivo conditions, revealing an H~ox~‐like signal. c) Spectrum (a) subtracted from spectrum (b). d) Spectrum of purified \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1 (100 μ[m]{.smallcaps}), treated with thionine to generate \[4Fe‐4S\]^2+^‐\[Fe^I^Fe^II^\]^pdt^ (the signal was divided by a factor of 9.5 for clarity); simulations (with *g~zyx~*=2.093, 2.039, 1.999) are overlaid onto spectra (b) and (d) (grey dashes, see Table S1 for simulation parameters). Spectra were recorded at 10 K, microwave power=1 mW, frequency=9.28 GHz, modulation amplitude=1.5 mT, modulation frequency=100 kHz.](ANIE-57-2596-g002){#anie201710740-fig-0002}

Conversely, when the cells were treated with \[2Fe\]^pdt^, the resulting EPR spectrum displayed an intense rhombic signal, with an additional feature at *g*≈1.935 (Figure [2](#anie201710740-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, spectrum b). The former signal is in good agreement with the spectrum reported for \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1 under in vitro conditions,[14](#anie201710740-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} and with the native protein in the oxidized state (H~ox~) (see the Supporting Information, Table S2).[9](#anie201710740-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#anie201710740-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Samples of *E. coli* cells lacking the HydA1 plasmid treated with \[2Fe\]^pdt^ did not display any new signal as compared to untreated cells (Supporting Information, Figure S3), underscoring the requirement for both apo‐HydA1 and the synthetic cofactor for the generation of the intense H~ox~‐like signal. Consequently, we assign the signal to the formation of \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1, residing in the paramagnetic H~ox~‐like state previously described as \[4Fe‐4S\]^2+^‐\[Fe^I^Fe^II^\]^pdt^.[14](#anie201710740-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#anie201710740-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} To further support the assignment of the observed EPR signal we generated purified \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1 (\[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1~pur~) through a modified literature protocol.[8](#anie201710740-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#anie201710740-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#anie201710740-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} The purified semi‐synthetic protein was oxidized by thionine to generate the H~ox~‐like state, and the EPR spectrum of \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1~pur~ showed the expected rhombic signal (Figure [2](#anie201710740-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, spectrum d).[14](#anie201710740-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Simulation of the signal returned *g* ~zyx~=2.093, 2.039, 1.999 (Figure [2](#anie201710740-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, spectrum d, dashed line). The simulated spectrum based on in vitro parameters provided a good fit also for the in vivo spectrum without any additional adjustment (Figure [2](#anie201710740-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, spectrum b, dashed line). The feature at *g*≈1.935 present in the whole cell samples is not discernible in the purified in vitro sample; but as it appears also in the BL21(DE3) control cells, we tentatively attribute it to one or more EPR active species present in the expression host cells. The properties of the H~ox~‐like signal was further studied by comparing the microwave power dependence for whole cell and purified samples in the in 5--20 K range (Supporting Information, Figure S4--S14). The microwave power values at half‐saturation (P~1/2~) values are summarized in Table [1](#anie201710740-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} and indicate only minor differences between the different samples. In combination, the similarities in observed *g* values as well as microwave power dependence under in vitro and in vivo conditions suggest a highly similar coordination and solvation environment of the H‐cluster, attributable to the isolated nature of the cofactor inside the protein. No signal attributable to an H~ox~‐CO state was observed, suggesting that one CO ligand is spontaneously released from the \[2Fe\]^pdt^ complex upon formation of \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1 both in vitro and in vivo.

###### 

Comparison of the microwave power saturation properties of \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1 under in vivo and in vitro conditions. EPR spectra were recorded at 5, 10, and 20 K, microwave power=0.02--50 mW. Frequency=9.28 GHz, modulation amplitude=1.5 mT, modulation frequency=100 kHz. The ${\sqrt{P}}_{1/2}$ values were calculated using the amplitude of the *g*=2.09 peak for the in vivo and in vitro samples.

   *T* \[K\]   ${\sqrt{P}}_{1/2}$ in vivo \[mW\]   ${\sqrt{P}}_{1/2}$ in vitro \[mW\]
  ----------- ----------------------------------- ------------------------------------
       5                     0.54                                 0.55
      10                     0.96                                 1.16
      20                     0.95                                 0.95
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The extent of \[2Fe\]^pdt^ incorporation into HydA1 was assessed by spin quantification, performed by comparing the background‐subtracted H~ox~‐like signal (Figure [2](#anie201710740-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, spectrum c) to a Cu^2+^ standard. This allowed us to estimate the concentration of \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1 as 1.4±0.3 μ[m]{.smallcaps}, after concentrating 50 mL of cell culture (OD~600~=0.8±0.2) to approximately 200 μL. In parallel, the HydA1 content in the cell cultures was also determined through in vitro catalytic assays, performed as previously described.[18](#anie201710740-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Based on the H~2~ production rates observed after the activation of cell lysates using \[2Fe\]^adt^ the amount of HydA1 available for activation was approximately 1.2±0.15 nmol 50 mL^−1^ cell culture (Supporting Information, Figure S15). This compares reasonably well with the spin quantification of the H~ox~‐like signal (a total of 280±60 pmol of HydA1 50 mL^−1^ cell culture) indicating that a significant fraction (≈25 %) of the enzyme incorporates the \[2Fe\]^pdt^ cofactor and contributes to the H~ox~‐like signal.

Still, the difference between the activity assays and the spin quantification suggests that the formation of \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1 was not complete after 1 h. To study the rate of \[2Fe\]^pdt^ incorporation under these conditions whole cell samples were prepared as described above, but the incubation time in the presence of \[2Fe\]^pdt^ was varied. Samples were collected after 1 h, 2 h, 3 h, and 12 h incubation, and their corresponding EPR spectra recorded (Figure [3](#anie201710740-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). The H~ox~‐like signal assigned to \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1 becomes clearly discernible within 1 h (Figure [3](#anie201710740-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, spectrum 1 h), and extended incubation time results in a more intense signal before approaching a plateau after 3 h (Figure [3](#anie201710740-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, and the Supporting Information, Figure S16). Spin quantification shows a 3--3.5‐fold increase in spin concentration after a 3 h incubation, thus reaching 70--85 % of the intensity expected from the in vitro catalytic assays. The requirement for incubation on an hour time‐scale clearly indicates that the rate of cofactor insertion is significantly slower than that observed under in vitro conditions, in which it occurs within minutes.[13](#anie201710740-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#anie201710740-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} In summary, the EPR data shows that the artificial maturation method allows spontaneous formation of a synthetically modified H‐cluster with good yields, at intracellular concentrations readily observable by X‐band EPR spectroscopy.

![Formation of \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1 under in vivo conditions monitored by EPR spectroscopy. Samples collected of cells expressing apo‐HydA1 after 1, 2, 3 and 12 h of incubation in the presence of \[2Fe\]^pdt^, the appearance of the H~ox~‐like signal is indicated with arrows. Inset: Kinetic trace of the appearance of the \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1 signal, determined from the amplitude of the *g=*2.093 (red), 2.039 (black), and 1.999 (green) peaks, squares and asterisks represent two separate experiments, and the individual data sets were normalized to the 12 h time point. Spectra were recorded at 10 K, microwave power=1 mW, frequency=9.28 GHz, modulation amplitude=1.5 mT, modulation frequency=100 kHz.](ANIE-57-2596-g003){#anie201710740-fig-0003}

The aforementioned experiments clearly show that a paramagnetic H~ox~‐like state is present under in vivo conditions. Additionally, under sufficiently reducing conditions we expect the formation of a reduced, EPR silent, H′~red~‐like state previously observed under in vitro conditions (H′~red~ refers to a reduced form of the H‐cluster in which the \[2Fe\] subsite is not protonated, \[4Fe‐4S\]^1+^‐\[Fe^I^Fe^II^\]^pdt^).[14](#anie201710740-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Consequently, an equilibrium between the H~ox~‐like and H′~red~‐like states can be anticipated to exist in vivo. Indeed, this redox transition was readily observed in dithionite‐treated cell extracts containing \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1 (Supporting Information, Figure S17). However, it did not appear to occur spontaneously in vivo, as incubation of washed \[2Fe\]^pdt^ treated cells for 3 h under anaerobic conditions did not result in significant changes of the EPR spectra (Supporting Information, Figure S18). Similarly, treating the cells with chemical oxidants or reductants did not influence the redox state of the H‐cluster (Supporting Information, Figure S19). The apparent stability of the H~ox~‐like state likely arises from a combination of the intrinsic stability of the modified cofactor and the redox buffering provided by the intracellular environment.

After the verification of the technique employing \[2Fe\]^pdt^, we also explored the possibility to spectroscopically observe a semi‐synthetic version of the native cofactor, \[2Fe\]^adt^‐HydA1. The EPR spectrum recorded on samples of apo‐HydA1‐expressing cell cultures incubated with \[2Fe\]^adt^ (100 μg, 156 nmol) for 1 h revealed a number of new signals (Figure [4](#anie201710740-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} and the Supporting Information, Figure S20). The overall spin concentration appeared lower than that observed after incubation with \[2Fe\]^pdt^, 0.7±0.3 μ[m]{.smallcaps} versus 1.4±0.3 μ[m]{.smallcaps}, respectively. Still, an intense EPR signal at *g*=2.007 was observed with additional features clearly discernible at *g*≈2.1 and 2.06--2.04. A comparison of the spectra recorded at 20 and 10 K suggest that these signals belong to two distinct species. One species appears to contribute to the signal at *g*≈2.007 with an additional signal at *g=*2.056, as both of these are significantly stronger at 20 K relative to the spectrum obtained at 10 K (Figure [4](#anie201710740-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}, spectrum a, and the Supporting Information, Figure S21). Conversely, the signals at *g=*2.100 and 2.040 remain clearly visible in the low‐temperature spectrum, together with a less intense feature at *g*≈2.007 (Figure [4](#anie201710740-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}, spectrum c, and the Supporting Information, Figure S22). Comparable signals have previously been reported for HydA1 studied in vitro and attributed to oxidized states of the H‐cluster (see Table S2).[1](#anie201710740-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#anie201710740-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} In agreement with this, reference samples of purified \[2Fe\]^adt^‐HydA1 (\[2Fe\]^adt^‐HydA1~pur~) oxidized with thionine displayed highly similar spectral features (Supporting Information, Figure S23). In combination with simulations based on in vitro data, this allows us to assign the observed whole cell signatures to a mixture of the H~ox~ (*g~zyx~*=2.100, 2.040, and 1.998) and H~ox~‐CO state (*g~zyx~*=2.056, 2.007, and 2.007) (Figure [4](#anie201710740-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} and the Supporting Information, Figure S24, simulation overlaid on spectrum d as dashed line).

![X‐band EPR spectra of whole cell samples containing \[2Fe\]^adt^‐HydA1 recorded at different temperatures. a) Spectrum obtained at 20 K and b) apo‐HydA1 spectrum subtracted from spectrum (a). c) Spectrum obtained at 10 K and d) apo‐HydA1 spectrum subtracted from spectrum (c). A simulation combining H~ox~ (40 %) and H~ox~‐CO (60 %) is overlaid onto spectrum (d) (grey dashes, see Table S1 for simulation parameters). Spectra were recorded at microwave power=1 mW, frequency=9.28 GHz, modulation amplitude=1 mT, modulation frequency=100 kHz. Signals attributable to the H~ox~ state of the H‐cluster are labeled with asterisks.](ANIE-57-2596-g004){#anie201710740-fig-0004}

The lower signal intensity compared to \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1 is potentially attributable to the presence of EPR silent states, that is, a small population of H~red~ or H′~red~. However, we could not observe any distinct signals around *g*≈2.07 or 1.88, which would indicate the presence of the H~sred~ or H~hyd~ states.[9](#anie201710740-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#anie201710740-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} This preference for the oxidized states under our experimental conditions is consistent with the high in vivo concentration of the H~ox~‐like state observed for \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the H~ox~‐CO state is only observed for \[2Fe\]^adt^‐HydA1. A difference in affinity towards CO binding between \[2Fe\]^adt^‐HydA1 and \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1 has previously been observed in vitro and appears to be retained under physiological conditions.[14](#anie201710740-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}

In summary, the in vivo generation of two semi‐synthetic hydrogenases, featuring both a modified and the native cofactor, has been verified by whole cell EPR spectroscopy. The study shows that species strikingly similar to the H~ox~ and H~ox~‐CO states, characterized in vitro, are also observable in vivo. Moving forward, these initial observations strongly support the feasibility of detailed spectroscopic analysis of the H‐cluster under physiological conditions. In a wider context, the preparation of \[2Fe\]^pdt^‐HydA1 also showcases how the hydrogenase enzyme can be used as a scaffold to generate stable semi‐synthetic enzymes with new properties, by combining it with synthetic cofactors inside living cells.
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